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Abstract—
This paper presents a domain fusion method for robust
multipath detection in global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
receivers with antenna arrays. By combining the multipath
detection results from different multipath detectors in the time
and space domain, the method is able to compensate weaknesses of single-domain multipath detection methods in adverse
conditions. In the time-domain, different features of the crosscorrelation function (CCF) are analyzed and intra-domain fusion
is achieved by a classification approach. In the space-domain,
several signal-number criteria are evaluated and intra-domain
fusion is conducted using an evidence approach. The interdomain fusion between time-domain and space-domain features
is conducted by joining the detection results from the different
domains to either maximize the detection rate or minimize the
false alarm rate. Experimental results indicate that the proposed
approach outperforms conventional single-domain single-feature
detection methods in simulated conditions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have
experienced an increasing interest during the last years.
Apart from positioning and navigation on land, at sea
and in the air, they are also used for timing purposes, for
example in telecommunication and power supply networks.
The modernization of existing and construction of newly
designed systems, accompanied by corresponding space- and
ground-based augmentation infrastructure creates the basis
for high-precision applications [1].
The advance of GNSS applications into Safety-of-Life
scenarios evokes their conceptual weaknesses, where the most
harmful ones arise from ionospheric scintillation, interference
and multipath propagation [1]. Many proposals how to
detect, characterize and mitigate multipath have been made
in the past. The approaches utilize different properties of
the received signal. Some evaluate the signal shape in the
time-domain [2], [3], others compare signal characteristics on
different frequencies [4], [5]. Array-based methods perform
spatial filtering of direct and indirect signals [6], [7] or exploit
the polarization change in signal reflections [8], [9].
Any deviations from nominal signal conditions lead to
a distortion of the cross-correlation function (CCF) between

the received signal and its local replica. This feature is
analyzed in Signal Quality Monitoring [10], but has also
been proposed by Irsigler and Hein [11] and in works
by Bhuiyan et al. [12], [13] for multipath analysis. Timedomain multipath mitigation is possible by non-parametric
methods as for example the Narrow Correlator [14] or the
High Resolution Correlator [15] techniques, which prevent
multipath influence by using narrow-spaced correlators, or
by combining outputs from multiple correlators. Parametric
methods, for example NovAtel’s MEDLL [16], often use
maximum-likelihood approaches for asymptotic correctness,
but suffer from increased computational complexity and their
implementation in traditional receivers is not straight forward.
All time domain methods have in common that their
performance is significantly reduced in the case of of high
temporal correlation between the line-of-sight (LOS) and
multipath signal. Such situations can therefore be not resolved
in the time-domain, which motivates research towards arraybased receivers that may utilize the spatial diversity.
Array-based receivers use multiple antenna elements
instead of one antenna and allow for signal processing in
the spatial domain. This includes model order, i.e. number
of signals estimation [17] and direction-of-arrival estimation
[18], [19], [20]. However, all of these methods assume
spatially uncorrelated signals. If this is not the case, i.e. the
signals come from close directions, advances techniques, for
example Forward-Backward-Averaging or Spatial Smoothing
[21], allow to reduce spatial correlation, but also introduce
constraints on signal phase relations and array geometries.
Although some of the mentioned approaches have already
been implemented in receivers, the majority shows a low
robustness in the cases of highly correlated LOS and multipath
signals. Therefore, we propose a combined approach. In the
time-domain, we use multiple CCF shape features based on
[13], [22] and [11]. The intra-domain fusion is conducted
by a combination with a total classification decision. This
approach is known from information retrieval and machine
learning [23]. In the space-domain, the intra-domain fusion
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of multiple signal-number estimators is conducted with
the evidence based approach by Dempster and Shafer [24]
to come up with a stabilized signal-number estimate. For
the inter-domain fusion between the time-domain and the
space-domain, we propose to use logical operators, which
either maximize the detection or minimize the false alarm rate.
The proposed multipath detection approach is evaluated
with software and hardware simulated GPS L1 C/A signals.
Results show that the detection rate is increased for the intradomain fusion of different time domain methods and the false
alarm rate is decreased for the intra-domain fusion of different
space domain methods. In the case of temporally or spatially
highly correlated LOS and multipath signal the multipath
detection performance benefits from the inter-domain fusion.

A. Post-Correlation Signal Model
Correlating N ∈ N samples of the received signal x[n] with
N samples of a local code signal N1 c(nTs − τ̂q ), where τ̂q ∈ R
is the delay of the replica signal, the output signal of the q-th
correlator in the k-th epoch of length T = N Ts reads
yq [k] = y0,q [n] +

Consider the complex baseband signal received by an antenna array with M ∈ N elements
L
X

xl (t) + η(t),

(1)

l=1

where x0 (t) ∈ CM ×1 is the LOS signal, and xl (t) ∈
CM ×1 , l = 1, . . . L denote the L ∈ N multipath signals with
xl (t) = γl a(θl , φl ) c(t − τl ) ej2πfDl t

(5)

with

y l,q [n] = γl a(θl , φl ) sinc

fDl T
2


r(τl − τ̂q ) ,

(6)

η̄ q being zero mean white Gaussian noise with covariance
matrix R̄ = N1 σ 2 IM and r(∆τ ) ∈ R is the auto-correlation
function of the PR sequence c(t)
r(∆τ ) =

1
c(t) ∗ c(t − ∆τ ) .
N

(7)

In (6) it is assumed that the integration time T is an integer
multiple of the code length Tcode of the PR sequence. Collecting the outputs of Q ∈ N, where Q is odd, different correlators
with delays
T
τ̂Q = [τ̂1 , . . . , τ̂P , . . . , τ̂Q ]
(8)
in one matrix we have

II. S IGNAL M ODEL

x(t) = x0 (t) +

yl,q [n] + η̄ q [n] ,

l=1

A. Notation
In this paper, we define scalars, column vectors, and
matrices with lowercase letters, lowercase bold letters, and
uppercase bold letters, respectively. The m-th entry of a vector
a is denoted am . The transpose and Hermitian (complex
conjugation and transposition) of a matrix A are denoted AT
and AH , while IM is the identity matrix of dimension M ×M .

L
X

∀ l ∈ [0, L].

(2)

γl ∈ C denotes the complex signal amplitude and a(θl , φl ) ∈
CM ×1 denotes the array steering vector with elevation angle
θl ∈ R and azimuth angle φl ∈ R. c(t − τl ) ∈ [−1, 1] denotes
the periodically repeated pseudo random (PR) sequence c(t)
with length Nc , chip duration Tc and time delay τl ∈ R. fDl ∈
R accounts for the Doppler frequency, while η(t) ∈ CM ×1 is
zero mean white Gaussian noise with covariance matrix R =
σ 2 IM . The exact value of L is unknown, but to have sufficient
degrees of freedom the total number of signals D ∈ N holds
D = 1 + L < M . Sampling the signal at fs = 2B = 1/Ts and
using the short notation x(nTs ) = x[n] yields

Y [k] = [y1 [k] , . . . , yQ [k]] ∈ CM ×Q .

(9)

The delay at the center, P = b Q
2 c + 1 takes the estimated
value of the LOS delay τ0 , i.e. the prompt correlator value.
The b Q
2 c correlator delays of the early side are spaced
within a maximum of one chip length Tc left of the prompt
correlator, i.e. τ̂q < τ̂P ∀ q < P . The b Q
2 c correlator delays of
the late side are spaced within a maximum one chip length
Tc right of the prompt correlator, i.e. τ̂q > τ̂P ∀ q > P .
In a common GNSS receiver Y [k] is evaluated for Q = 3
values of τ̂q , i.e. the early, prompt and late correlator. In this
case the prompt correlator value takes the estimated value
of the LOS delay τ0 , while the early and late correlator are
equally spaced around the prompt correlator. To suppress
multipath signals the spacing can be chosen small. In the
work at hand, multipath should be detected. Therefore, a
wide spacing is desirable. Moreover, as the CCF between
received signal and local replica is analyzed, a higher number
of samples is achieved by using more than three correlators.
However, note that in contrast to the MEDLL [16] no further
changes in the traditional receiver structure are necessary.
B. Spatial Covariance Estimation

x[n] = x0 [n] +

L
X

xl [n] + η[n] ,

(3)

l=1

with
xl [n] = γl a(θl , φl ) c(nTs − τl ) ej2πfDl nTs .

(4)

To perform spatial multipath analysis, the spatial covariance
matrix of Y [k], RY Y [k] ∈ CM ×M , must be estimated. This
is done with the method proposed in [9], i.e.


 
 H
H −1
H −1
, (10)
RY Y [k] = E Y [k] ΣV
Y [k] ΣV

where the E{} operator denotes the expectation, and the
matrices Σ ∈ RQ×Q , V ∈ RQ×Q are obtained from the
reduced singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix


C = U ΣV H


c(Ts − τ̂1 ) . . . c(Ts − τ̂Q )


..
..
..
=
 . (11)
.
.
.
c(N Ts − τ̂1 ) . . . c(N Ts − τ̂Q )

−1
The multiplication with ΣV H
is a pre-whitening operation on Y [k] and decorrelates the noise over the columns of
Y [k]. Assuming an averaging time of Kp observation periods
and constant signal conditions, RY Y [k] can be estimated by
RY Y

Kp
−1 H
−1 
1 X
=
Y [k] ΣV H
. (12)
Y [k] ΣV H
Kp
k=1

III. M ETHODOLOGY D ESCRIPTION
Having the received signal Y [k] in (9) the goal of multipath
detection is to assign the received data to either of two classes
of reception situations. One class is affected by multipath,
while the other class represents multipath-free, i.e., LOS
conditions. There are different multipath detection methods
in the time and space domain. All methods analyze a certain
feature, for example the shape of the received CCF or the
estimated model order. Based on that a decision regarding
the presence of multipath is generated, i.e., one of the trinary
hypotheses
1
-1
0

indicates multipath presence
indicates no multipath, i.e., only LOS
indicates error or undecided,

is accepted. Using this framework allows the use of signs
and logical operators to combine different hypotheses from
different signal features to one robust decision.
A. Time-domain Multipath Detection
In the time-domain, a binary classification approach is
applied. To assign the received data to either the multipath
free, or the multipath situation, qualitative and quantitative
features in the estimated CCF waveform are evaluated. For
example in the case of the GPS L1 C/A signal the ideal
CCF is triangular in the interval [−TC , +TC ] with unitary
absolute slope, strictly monotonically increasing on the early
side and strictly monotonically decreasing on the late side
and no negative values. Additionally, the prompt correlator
output should be the absolute maximum. The differentiated
CCF is expected to have a zero transition and to be flat on
both sides. As estimates for the CCF the inphase, i.e. real
values of Y [k] are used. Further it is assumed that the data
is wiped off. All time-domain features are also applicable for
single antenna receivers. In the case of a multi-antenna array
receivers they are applied row-wise on Y [k].

1) Qualitative Features: Qualitative features check the
presence of strong CCF deviations and are collected in the
qualitative feature vector v ql ∈ RNql ×1 , where Nql is the
number of considered qualitative features. Examples for
qualitative features are negative inphase correlator values,
additional extremes and invalid slopes. If such extremes
are present, the corresponding entry of v ql is set to 1,
otherwise the entry is set to 0. Therefore, non-occurance
of such extreme values is not regarded as no multipath,
but no decision is made. The Nql = 7 qualitative features
used in this paper are summarized in Table III in the appendix.
2) Quantitative Features: Quantitative features describe
either the relative asymmetry of the CCF shape on both sides,
or measure the deviation from an ideal reference function.
The feature extraction produces a quantitative feature vector
v qn ∈ RNqn ×1 , with Nqn denoting the number of quantitative
features. The Nqn = 9 quantitive features used in this work are
summarized in Table IV in the appendix. Features vqn1 − vqn5 ,
compare the absolute CCF slopes between different correlators
on both sides. These features are derived from the proposals
in [13] and [22], which are special cases of the general
considerations in [10] and [11]. Features vqn6 − vqn9 compare
the slope and area differences between the estimated CCF
and the ideal expectation. To be comparable, the quantitative
features are normalized to their distribution parameters, i.e.,
to a normalized feature vector v nm ∈ RNqn ×1 with entries
s
(vqni − vµi ) · (vqni − vµi )
,
(13)
vnmi =
vσ i
where it is assumed that the features are normally distributed.
The vectors v µ ∈ RNqn ×1 and v σ ∈ RNqn ×1 contain the
distribution means and variances, respectively. They have
to be determined empirically by receiver calibration. In this
paper, we assume them to be given.
3) Hypothesis Test for Quantitative Features: To come up
with a binary decision for quantitative features, the hypothesis
test from [25] is applied where the normalized features vnmi
are compared to thresholds thi ∈ R>0
vδi = vnmi − thi

(14)

to find a decision. In the case vδi ≤ 0 multipath free
conditions are assumed, while in the case vδi > 0 multipath
reception is assumed. Since the features are assumed as
normally distributed, the thresholds thi can be selected
directly from the properties of the normal distribution, based
on the tolerable false alarm rate.
Having evaluated the qualitative and quantitative features in
the time domain, a joint decision, including all features can
be calculated either on feature- or decision level [26].
4) Intra-Domain Fusion of Quantitative Features on Feature Level: For the intra-domain fusion of the quantitative

features we use that the norm of a vector depends on the
absolute value of the vector elements. Since the normalized
feature values vnmi are close to zero in the multipath-free
case and higher in multipath affected conditions, a threshold
tq on the norm of the normalized feature vector vnm is used
to generate the quantitative decision dq by
!
s
X
2
vnmi − tq .
(15)
dq = sgn
i

Since the vector norm is not normally distributed, the
threshold tq has to be either determined from analytic
derivations or selected by calibration.
5) Intra-Domain Fusion of Quantitative Features on Feature Level for Multiple Antennas: Assuming uncorrelated
noise at different antenna elements, a stabilized decision can
be generated by consequently averaging over the quantitative
features of all antenna elements. Given the quantitative feature vector vnm,m for m = 1, . . . , M antennas, the fusion
of quantitative features discussed in section III-A4 can be
combined for all M antennas of the array. Let vnm,m denote
the feature vector of the m-th antenna element, tqm denote the
corresponding threshold then we can calculate
s
X
2
vnm,m
− tqm .
(16)
δm =
i
i

The sign of δm corresponds to the quantitative decision dq in
(15). The averaged decision between consequent elements is


δm + δm+1
dqm = sgn
.
(17)
2
Cyclic application yields a decision vector v a ∈ RM ×1 with
elements


δi mod M + δ(i+1) mod M
i ∈ [0, M − 1] (18)
vai+1 = sgn
2
and an array decision da given by
da = sgn

M
X

!
va m

.

(19)

The weighted decision dw is created with
!
dw = sgn

X

vδ i +

i

X

vqli

,

(22)

i

where the absolute value of vδi is used as implicit weighting.
B. Space-Domain Multipath Detection
Using an antenna array, also multiple independent
information-theoretical model order estimators can be used
to calculate the number of received signals from RY Y in
(12) in the space domain. The intra-domain fusion of these
numerical results is conducted by an evidence approach.
As model order estimators the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) [28], the minimum description length (MDL) [29], the
modified MDL (modMDL), and the minimum probability of
error criterion (MPEC) [30] are considered. Each of these
methods is based on the eigenvalue decomposition of the
spatial covariance matrix RY Y and results in a likelihoodbased signal-number estimate. All methods assume spatially
uncorrelated signals. The estimates of the different model
order estimators are combined by an evidence approach,
known as the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence [24]. We
use simplified equations from [31].
1) Evidence Based Intra-Domain Fusion of Different Model
Order Estimates: For an antenna array with M elements, the
M possible signal-number hypotheses are hj = j − 1, ∀j ∈
[1, M ]. As we assume that L < M − 1 the hypotheses include
the true number of signals. Further, to each estimation method
mi , a certain basic belief probability ψi ∈ (0, 1) is assigned,
as a measure of trust into its results. The ψi have to be
derived from the false alarm rates in multipath-free conditions,
however, for simplicity, we assume all ψi to be known. Using
the signal-number estimates Di of all methods, the combined
evidences fj in favor of each hypothesis hj is
Y
fj = 1 −
(1 − ei,j ) ,
(23)
i

m=1

6) Intra-Domain Fusion of Quantitative and Qualitative
Features on Decision Level: The intra-domain combination of
quantitative and qualitative features on decision-level is based
on the Boosting approach [27]. The purpose of this method
is to combine K possibly unreliable classification hypotheses
Hk to an improved hypothesis Ĥ by a weighted sum
Ĥ =

K
X

αk Hk ,

αk ≥ 0.

(20)

k=1

The hard decision dh is created from the signs of the differences vδi in (14) and the qualitative feature vector vql by
!
X
X
dh = sgn
sgn(vδi ) +
vqli .
(21)
i

i

where the evidence ei,j of each method mi for each hypothesis
hj is given by
(
ψi if Di = hj ,
ei,j =
(24)
0 otherwise.
Since there are no explicit evidence against hypotheses, the
belief masses Bj for the hypotheses hj are calculated as
Bj =

1
fj
·
P
1 − fj 1 + M
k=1

fk
1−fk

.

(25)

The combined space-domain signal-number estimate D̂ is the
hypothesis with maximum belief mass, i.e
D̂ = arg max Bj .
j

(26)

100%

(27)

C. Inter-Domain Fusion of Temporal and Spatial Decision
The decisions dq (15), da (19), dh (21), dw (22), from the
time-domain and the decision ds (27) from the space-domain
can be combined by logical operations. First, the inter-domain
fusion with the AND-combination dAND is given by
(
1 if dtime = 1 ∧ dspace = 1,
dAND =
(28)
−1 otherwise
and results in a detection only if multipath is detected in all
domains. Second, the inter-domain OR-combination dOR is
(
1 if dtime = 1 ∨ dspace = 1,
,
(29)
dOR =
−1 otherwise
which results in a detection if multipath is detected in at least
one domain. For simplicity, we now omit the error-handling
in case of dtime = 0 or dspace = 0. Depending on the detector’s
optimization target, the fusion type can be chosen.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
The performance of the previously described multipath detection methods is evaluated with simulated GNSS signals. As
performance metrics the detection rate rdet , which corresponds
to the probability of correctly classifying a MP reception
situation and the false alarm rate rfa which corresponds to
the probability of falsely classifying a non-MP situation as
multipath, are evaluated [32], [33], [34]. They are defined as
rdet =

NTP
,
NTP + NFN

(30)

rfa =

NFP
,
NTN + NFP

(31)

and

where NTP is the number of true positives (MP situations
correctly classified as MP situations), NFP is the number of
false positives (non-MP situations falsely classified as MP
situations), NTN is the number of true negatives (non-MP
situations correctly classified as non-MP situations) and
NFN is the number of false negatives (MP situations falsely
classified as non-MP situations).
The GNSS signals are generated with a software signal
generator and a hardware signal generator. For all
scenarios we assume an uniform rectangular array (URA)
antenna based GNSS receiver with M = 4 elements
and Q = 5 correlators. The correlators are at positions
T
τ̂Q = [−0.75Tc , −0.25Tc , 0Tc , 0.25Tc , 0.75Tc ] with respect
to the estimated LOS delay. The single-sided bandwidth is
B = 8.184 MHz, i.e., the sampling rate is fs = 16.368 MHz.
For the estimation of RY Y , post-correlation samples Y [k]
of Kp = 50 consequent observation periods are collected.

Detection Performance

The corresponding detection result ds is given by


+1 if D̂ > 1,
ds = −1 if D̂ = 1,


0 otherwise.

rdet
rdet
rdet
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Fig. 1. Comparison of detection and false alarm rates of the quantitative
features vqn1 , vqn2 , vqn3 , vqn4 .

In the time-domain, the results are averaged over the same
observation window. Its size was determined empirically as a
tradeoff between spatial resolution and temporal alterations.
A. Software-based simulations
For the software simulated signals, 180 s long sequences
containing one GNSS signal are generated. Periodically,
an attenuated, phase-shifted and delayed replica signal is
superposed. The signal parameters for both direct and indirect
signals are shown in Table I.
TABLE I
S IGNAL PARAMETERS FOR SOFTWARE - BASED SIMULATIONS
Signal
Direct
Indirect

Atten.
0 dB
6 dB

τ
0 Tc
0.2 Tc

ϕ
0◦
180◦

θ
42◦
72◦

φ
260◦
150◦

1) Performance Comparison of Multipath Detection with
Time Domain Features: Fig. 1 shows the detection and false
alarm rates of the quantitative features vqn1 , vqn2 , vqn3 , vqn4
listed in Table IV in the appendix over C/N0 . For all features
the detection performance increases with C/N0 , while the
false alarm rate is always below 10%.
Fig. 2 shows the detection and false alarm rates for the
combined decisions dq (15), dh (21), and dw (22). Compared
to the single-feature case, the intra-domain combination lead
to slightly increased detection rates for C/N0 above 40
dB-Hz, while having similar, false alarm probabilities.
2) Performance Comparison of Multipath Detection with
Model Order Estimation: Fig. 3 shows the detection and
false alarm rates of the model order estimators AIC, MDL,
modMDL, MPEC. All methods achieve approximately the
same detection rate. The false alarm rate of MPEC is by a
factor 10 lower than the false alarm rate of the time domain
methods. The false alarm rates of AIC, MDL, modMDL are
below 1% and therefore not shown in the plot. In comparison
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Fig. 2. Comparison of detection and false alarm rates of the quantitative,
hard and weighted decision dq (15), dh (21), and dw (22).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of detection and false alarm rates of the model order
estimators AIC, MDL, modMDL, MPEC.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of detection and false-alarm rates of da (19), ds (27),
dOR (29), and dAND (28)

rate of nearly 50% points at C/N0 = 35 dB-Hz, while the
false alarm rate remains at 2-4% in to the single-antenna
time-domain methods. The logical inter-domain combinations
perform as expected: for the AND-combined decision dAND
no false alarms are detected in the simulated scenario,
while the detection rate is reduced. The OR-combined
decision dOR achieves a high detection rate at the cost of a
higher false alarm probability. The latter is determined by
the highest false alarm rate of the combined decisions, i.e., da .
To analyze the impact of different signal properties,
additional scenarios are analyzed, where one at a time the
indirect signals’ attenuation, the relative time delay between
LOS and multipath and the multipath angle of arrival are
varied. The LOS signal C/N0 is 45 dB-Hz while the other
parameters for the direct signal are the ones listed in Table
I. The false alarm rates are not dependent on the multipath
parameters and are therefore not considered in the following.
They are in theory the same as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the detection rates of da , ds , dOR , and
dAND over the relative time delay between LOS and multipath
signal. Especially for the time-domain quantitative decision,
averaged over the array, da , and the AND combined decision
50 dAND the detection rate decreases strongly for short-range
multipath of 0-0.2 chips distance to the LOS signal.

to the time-domain multipath detection methods all model
order estimators achieve a much smaller false alarm rate.

Fig. 6 shows the detection rates of da , ds , dOR , and
dAND over the signal-to-multipath ratio (SMR) signal. For
all methods the detection rate equally drops with decreasing
reflection power, but nevertheless, in both variation scenarios,
the OR-combined inter-domain decision dOR is able to
guarantee detection rates in the area of 85-100%.

Fig. 4 shows the performance of different combined
methods. The intra-domain combination of model order
estimates ds achieves a false alarm rate lower than 1%
and a higher detection rate than the single model order
estimates. The time-domain quantitative decision, averaged
over the array, da , achieves a significant increase in detection

Fig. 7
shows the detection rate of the time-domain
quantitative decision, averaged over the array, da . As expected
for da the detection rate is flat over all angles of arrival, as
the time domain features do not dependent on the direction.
Fig. 8 shows the detection rate of the combined model order
estimate decision ds . The detection rate shows a minimum

Fig. 4. Comparison of detection and false alarm rates of the array based
fusion of da (19), ds (27), dOR (29), and dAND (28)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of detection and false alarm rates of da (19), ds (27),
dOR (29), and dAND (28)
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Fig. 9. Detection rates for hardware simulated signals for dq , dw , da and ds

assumptions of the space based model order estimators.
Considering dOR would clearly show, that the decisions of
different domains can be combined to increase the overall
multipath detection rate.
B. Hardware-based simulations

Fig. 7. Detection rate of da (19) over angle of arrival of multipath signal

For the hardware-based simulation, the radio frequency
(RF) signal received of a 2x2 URA is simulated for a
constellation of five satellites with the Spirent GSS9000
GNSS simulator with 4 RF outputs. The signal is mixed to an
intermediate frequency of 75 MHz with an analogue front-end
[35] and recorded with the National Instruments datagrabber
described in [36]. For each satellite, a simple multipath model
is applied, which generates one signal echo from the same
elevation, but with a mirrored azimuth angle. We recorded
420 s long signals, start with multipath-free conditions. After
113 s, the multipath echos are switched on, while after
additional 180 seconds, the previously used direct signals are
switched off. The last part of this scenario corresponds to
the situation, where the LOS signals are shielded and only
indirect signals are observed. The reference signal power
is 48 dB-Hz for the direct signals. The parameters for the
indirect signals are shown in Table II. Fig. 9 shows the
TABLE II
E CHO SIGNAL PARAMETERS FOR HARDWARE - BASED SIMULATIONS
Satellite
PRN03
PRN08
PRN11
PRN14
PRN27

Fig. 8. Detection rate of ds (27) over angle of arrival of multipath signal

around the coordinates of the LOS signal. In this case the
signals are spatially correlated, which violates one of the

Atten.
6 dB
7 dB
8 dB
5 dB
5 dB

τ
0.341 Tc
0.512 Tc
0.682 Tc
0.273 Tc
0.205 Tc

θ
61◦
65◦
78◦
58◦
50◦

φ
47◦
279◦
319◦
163◦
240◦

detection rate for the time-domain quantitative decision dq ,
the time-domain weighted decision dw , the time-domain
quantitative decision, averaged over the array, da and the
combined model order estimates decision ds . The detection
rate is highly satellite-dependent. In the case of PRN03 and
PRN11 the indirect echos are sufficiently delayed relative to
the LOS signal. Therefore,Compared to the single-antenna

False Alarm Rate

100%
dq
dw
da
ds

75%

50%

25%

0%

03

08

11
PRN

14

27

Fig. 10. False alarm rates for hardware simulated signal for dq , dw , da and
ds

time-domain methods, they are detected by both time-domain
and space-domain methods. The multipath signals from
PRN14 and PRN27 have a lower relative delay to the LOS
signal. Thus they are more difficult to separate by the time
domain methods dq and dw .
Fig. 10 shows the false alarm rates for dq , dw , da and
ds . In comparison to the results from the software-generated
simulations, da exhibits a high false alarm rate of partly
more than 50%. Also the combined model order estimates
from the space domain ds , show higher false alarm rates, in
comparison to the software-based simulations. The outlying
false alarm rates for PRN08 of the time domain methods
dq and dw may be explained by the shape of the PRN’s
cross-correlation function [10].
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a multipath detection method
which uses an intra-domain combination of multiple detection
criteria, followed by an inter-domain fusion approach. In
the time-domain, we used a classification approach with
selected CCF features, which we combined either at featureor at decision-level and additionally averaged over multiple
elements of the array antenna. In the space-domain, we
used different signal-number estimators and combined them
by an evidence approach. Finally, we performed logical
inter-domain fusion to receive combined results.
Regarding the time-domain, simulation results show that the
intra-domain fusion results in an increased detection rate and a
reduced false-alarm rate, compared to single-feature decisions.
The presence of multiple decision criteria relaxes the need of
knowledge of single-feature performance in different receiver
conditions, thus creating additional invariance and robustness.
As expected, the time-domain methods exhibits weaknesses
in temporally correlated conditions, which can be resolved
by inter-domain fusion, i.e., by averaging over the elements
of an array antenna.

The overall detection performance of the space-domain
methods is higher than the one of the time-domain methods,
considering both detection and false alarm rates. The latter
can be further reduced by the chosen evidence-based fusion
approach without significant loss of detection probability. For
spatially correlated signals the space-domain methods fail to
detect multipath, which can be solved by inter-domain fusion.
The OR-based inter-domain fusion maximizes detection
rates by equalizing the hard conditions for either working
domain, at the cost of increased false alarm rates. In
comparison, the AND-based fusion is able to reduce the
false alarm rate to insignificant values, at the cost of reduced
detection rate.
Still remaining challenges are the determination of feature
distributions for the time-domain and basic belief probabilities
for the space-domain. The approach presented in our work
required careful receiver calibration in LOS conditions,
which can be difficult in realistic environments and in case
of changed receiver settings. In the future, the empirical
calibration could be replaced by analytic models of the
receiver behavior for increased robustness. Additionally, an
improvement could be made by investigating different feature
combination types, for example by introducing soft-decisions
or continuous weighting schemes.
A PPENDIX A
Q UALITATIVE F EATURES
The qualitative features evaluate the CCF for extreme deviations. The features which are used in this work are summarized
in Tab. III, where Iq denotes the inphase, i.e. real value of the
q-th correlator output of the considered antenna, i.e the real
part of the q-th column of Y [k] in the row of the considered
antenna. The dependence on k is omitted for the sake of
readability. Further, I˙q denotes the derivative of the CCF at
I
−Iq
.
the q-th correlator which is calculated by I˙q = τ̂q+1
q+1 −τ̂q
A PPENDIX B
Q UANTITATIVE F EATURES
The quantitative features evaluate the relative asymmetry
or the deviation from the theoretical shape of the CCF. The
features which are used in this work are summarized in Tab.
IV. Note, that in the ideal case all features are 0.
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TABLE III
L IST OF QUALITATIVE MULTIPATH FEATURES IN THE TIME DOMAIN
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Prompt correlator is larger than early correlators
(
1 if ∃i ∈ [1, P )|Ii ≥ IP ,
vql1 =
0 else.
Early side increases monotonically
(
1 if ∃j ∈ (i, P ], i ∈ [1, P ]|Ij ≤ Ii ,
vql2 =
0 else.
Prompt correlator is larger than late correlators
(
+1 if ∃i ∈ (P, Q]|Ii ≥ IP ,
vql3 =
0 else.
Late side decreases monotonically
(
+1 if ∃j ∈ (i, Q], i ∈ [P, Q]|Ij ≥ Ii ,
vql4 =
0 else.
Late correlator values are positive
(
+1 if ∃i ∈ [P, Q]|Ii < 0,
vql5 =
0 else.
Derivative of CCF must cross 0
(
0 if (I˙P −1 > 0) ∧ (I˙P < 0),
vql6 =
+1 else.
Derivative
 of CCFis positive on early and negative on late side
˙


+1 if ∃i ∈ [1, P − 1)|Ii < 0 ∨
vql7 =
∃i ∈ [P, Q − 1]|I˙i > 0 ,



0 else.
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